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ABSTRACT

This report describes a study of the flow field about interfering bodies

in a supersonic stream and is directed toward the prediction of supersonic

store carriage/separation. The development of computational techniques aimed

at producing a usable code is discussed. The code includes a characteristic

based finite difference scheme to solve Euler's equations and a new and

general shock fitting scheme. One problem uncovered during this first years

effort is that of transition from a regular reflection to a Mach disc shock

configuration. The basic finite difference scheme has been exercised

extensively and was proven sound. More importantly the new shock fitting

scheme is able to predict complex interactive shock patterns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of multiple interfering bodies in high speed flow is important

to the development of a number of vehicles. This report is concerned with the

types of interference flow fields that will be encountered when a supersonic

aircraft carries stores externally (Fig. 1). The question of the feasibility

of store external carriage for a supersonic cruise aircraft is an important

one to the Air Force. Internal store carriage has the penalties of increasing

aircraft volume and store separation problems, while external carriage has the

penalties of increased drag in addition to store separation difficulties. In

order to separate a store from an aircraft, safely detailed knowledge of the

forces and moments on the store are required during the entire separation

process. The flow field adjusts so quickly during separation that a steady

state computation at each instant of the process can predict the forces on the

store very accurately, the unsteady fluid mechanics being negligible. The

present effort is intended to study the fluid mechanics of a store in close

proximity to an aircraft, thereby gaining insight into the feasibility of

external store carriage and separation at supersonic speeds.

Current methodology requires extensive wind tunnel testing of specific

* aircraft store combinations. In order to evaluate aerodynamic concepts such

as store shape, store control and aircraft concavity tailoring cost effective-

ly, accurate and efficient computational tools need to be developed. The

viscous effects at the Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers considered here are

confined to the boundary layers (Ref 1) on the store and aircraft. Therefore

an inviscid calculation can predict the interactive forces accurately. This

report (eals with the numerical evaluation of the inviscid moderately super-

sonic (M , -2) flow about simple stores and reflection planes.

Calculations which rely on the small perturbation assumption (linearized

theory) may be misleading (see Section II). The fluid mechanics of a store in

close proximity to an aircraft is dominated by the reflection of a shock

system which requires a detailed nonlinear calculation for reliable

prediction. For this reason solutions to Euler's equations are sought. The

possibility of computing the complex shock system of the flow field with no

special provisions (i.e., "capturing" the shocks) was considered early in this

i~il 1



work but because of the importance of an accurate prediction of these shocks

this possibility was rejected (see Section III). Currently, the stores

considered are axisymmetric and the portion of the aircraft adjacent to the

store is assumed planar.

The numerical procedure used employs a conformal mapping to develop a

computational grid. The mapping clusters grid points in important areas of

the flow in addition to eliminating topological problems associated with the

geometries under consideration (see Section IV). The finite difference scheme

used is a characteristic based scheme developed by Moretti (Ref 2). The

scheme is refered to as the "X-scheme" and is discussed in Section V of this

report. The scheme closely couples the physical and numerical domains of

dependence of each point in the flow field thereby enhancing stability and

accuracy.

The shock/contact system produced by the interaction of an axisymmetric

body and a flat plate is quite complex (Fig. 2). The shock fitting scheme

developed by the author for external flow fields (Ref 3 and 4) is not general

enough to handle these complex shock patterns. A more powerful "shock between

mesh point" scheme had to be developed and is presented in detail in Section

VI. It is currently believed that no special treatment of contact surfaces

needs to be developed. The weak contact surfaces which occur at the Mach

numbers considered here (M. -2) can be captured adequately by the finite

difference scheme used.

The sketch of Fig. 2 shows a cross section with the undisturbed

axisymmetric shock (z = 2). The shock reflects off the wall (z = 3) in a
"regular" manner. The term regular reflection refers to the conditions at the

point where the shock meets the wall. As the computation proceeds down stream

the conditions at the intersection point change so that a regular reflection

can no longer be maintained. From this point on the shock reflection becomes

a "Mach" reflection (z = 4). The regular and Mach reflections are similar to

those encountered in two-dimensional flow except that the flow remains

supersonic behind the Mach reflection in the three-dimensional case. The

details of both these shock reflections and the transition from one to the

other are discussed in Section VIII of this report. The remainder of the

cross-sections sketched in Fig. 2 show how the shock system continues to

develop. Section IX prerents a samrle calculation demonstrating the overall

, -- .. .. - .. . ---, '--,,L -, L = n2



soundness of the computational procedure employed. Finally, in Section X of

this report the conclusions and future directions of this work are outlined.
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II. THE ISSUE OF NONLINEARITY

The Mach number range to be considered in this work is compatible with

that of linearized theory, and the store geometries presently under

consideration are slender enough to introduce only small perturbations into

the flow field. However, the mutually interactive flow produced by a slender

store in close proximity to a wing or fuselage exhibits nonlinear behavior due

to the breakdown of the small perturbation assumption.

As an example of the breakdown of the small perturbation assumption on

which linearized theory is based a two-dimensional flow is considered. Figure

3 depicts a slender two dimensional store in close proximity to a plate; also

shown is the nonlinear shock pattern computed using a code developed by Salas

(Ref 5). Figure 4 shows a comparison of the computed pressures on the upper

surface of the store for M 2 and separation distance D/L = 0.1 (close

proximity). The figure shows the surface pressures computed with the

nonlinear code and those computed with three variations of the linear results.

The first (linear 1) is the standard linear theory, C1, -2 u/V and the

boundary conditions applied at y 0. In the second (linear 2), C is

computed using velocities computed by linear theory and Bernoulli's equation

and the boundary conditions applied at y = 0. The figure shows an improvement

in the pressure levels but the wave reflections occur at the wrong positions

nn the body. The last linear result shown (linear 3) was computed by applying

the body boundary condition on the body itself, thus reflecting the down

running waves from the store instead of the axis (y = 0). Linear 3 is typical

of the results expected from a "panel method" calculation. The last linear

results (linear 3) differ from the exact nonlinear result substantially. The

fact is that the nonlinear computation predicts the spread of the expansion

which originates near the store nose, while all the linear computations imply

that all waves are parallel, so that the linear pressure returns to the free

stream value periodically while the nonlinear result does not.

The result of the discrepancy between the linear and nonlinear pressure

distribution on the normal force and moment acting on the store for various

separation distances is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The difference in the

predicted force and moment is very large; these discrepancies will have a

significant impact on the design of reliable store separation/carriage

7
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systems. While the results shown here are for two-dimensional flows and small

separation distances the same types of trends could be expected in the

three-dimensional flow. Three-dimensional effects will tend to reduce the

nonlinearity of these flow fields, but it seems that a computation based on

the small perturbation assumption will have difficulty dealing with wave

reflections since these waves are not significantly reduced in strength as the

K computation proceeds downstream. The shock reflections dominate these

interactive flow fields and the sensitivity of the critical parameter CM

-(pitching moment) to the location of these waves indicates that the question

of nonlinearity is an important one. The results of this study indicate that

solutions to Euler's equations are required for the accurate prediction of the

forces on the store.

I L --
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11. THE ISSUE OF SHOCK CAPTURING

The possibility of using a finite difference scheme which handles shock

waves automatically (i.e., captures shock waves) is always attractive in

supersonic flow. In the present problem this is particularly true in light of

the very complex shock patterns. A number of shock capturing schemes were

studied ranging from the early work of Kutler (Ref 6) to the more recent work

of Steger (Ref 7) and that of Grossman (Ref 8). In addition the possibility

of capturing the shocks using Moretti's A-scheme was investigated. These

studies were conducted using the two-dimensional wedge flow as a model

problem. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7a depicts the pressure distribution from the wedge surface

through a shock computed using the full potential (non-conservative) solution

technique of Ref 8. The exact Euler solution also appears in the figure. This

procedure uses the upwind differencing scheme applied by Jameson (Ref 9) so

successfully to transonic airfoil problems. It is believed that the large

overshoot on the higher pressure side of the shock in Fig. 7a is due to the

fact that the shock considered here is oblique and the flow on either side of

the shock is supersonic. A coordinate system can be chosen such that one

component of velocity transitions from supersonic to subsonic across the shock

as was done in Ref 8. When the shock reflects and changes family (from

uprunning to downrunning) the transonic shock condition is violated again and

the pressure distributions become those of Fig. 7a. The interaction problem

under consideration here is dominated by reflected shocks and therefore one

cannot tailor a coordinate system to capture shocks.

Figures 7b and 7c show the computed results using the standard Strong

Conservative Formulation of Euler's Equations (Ref 6) compared with the exact

solution. The finite difference scheme used in these computations is due to

MacCormack (Ref 10). The results of Fig. Yb look quite good, but are

misleading. It turns out that this scheme is very sensitive to the marching

stepsize used. The finite difference scheme is an explicit marching scheme

and therefore must satisfy the standard Courant-Friedricks-Lewy (C.F.L.)

stability condition. Simply stated AZ = (CnAY/X)min where is the

characteristic slope and Cn is the Courant number. The subscript min

13
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implies the minimum value throughout the flow field. The Courant number is

less than unity for stability. The results of Fig. 7b are computed with a

local Courant number of .9 while the results of Fig. 7c are computed with a

Courant number of .5. The deterioration of the results is quite significant.

In any nonuniform flow field it is very difficult to use a marching step such

that the Courant number at the shock is close to one. In particular for the

problem under consideration (with the number of shocks present in each cross

section) it would be impossible to maintain a Courant number near .9 at all

the shocks. For this reason the results of Fig. 7c can be considered typical

for the Standard Conservation Law formulation.

The results using the Conservat;on Law Form Flux Vector Splitting of Ref

7 are shown in Fig. 7d. This scheme i-- ependent of Courant number but

exhibits a large undershoot on th. low pressure side of the shock. This

scheme utilizes characteristic based : ifferencing in conjunction with Euler's

equation in conservative form. iere again the results are somewhat disap-

pointing.

The last scheme tested was Moretti's A-scheme. The scheme is

non-conservative so that captured shocks exhibit an incorrect slope and

ultimately move to the wrong position. This scheme is not intended to capture

shocks but was developed to remain stable in the presence of shock waves and

to be used in junction with a sound shock fitting scheme. None of the results

of Fig. 7 are considered acceptable, particularly because the interference

problem considered here is totally dominated by shock waves and their

reflections. It would be possible to use the conservative schemes of Ref 6

and 7 to obtain a qualitative picture of the shock system for the store

separation problem but any quantitative results would be questionable. For

this reason a shock fitting scheme must be used.

II1
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTATIONAL GRID

The choice of a computational grid is a critical step in the development

of any computational tool; this is especially true in the case of nonlinear

tools. The flow fields under consideration here are of an interactive nature;

this fact was taken into account when the computational grid was being

devised. It was noted that the supersonic flow about a store/plate combination

involved a wave system propagating into an undisturbed store flow field.

Consider, for example, Fig. 8, which shows (shaded area) the region of the

flow field which is unaffected by the presence of the plate (i.e., undisturbed

store flow). Because of the large extent on this undisturbed store flow field

it is worthwhile computing this region with a coordinate system dedicated to

the store. For example, if the store is circular in cross section a polar

coordinate system is used; in addition, if the store axis is aligned with the

free stream velocity its undisturbed flow is axisymmetric and a great deal of

computational time is saved by computing one meridional plane.

The shock wave moving from the plate into the undisturbed store flow

field is the reflected store nose shock (front shock, Fig. 8) and the

conditions on its low pressure side are interpolated from the store grid using

a second-order scheme. The flow properties on either side of this shock are

computed simultaneously. Both computations have the same marching direction,

and the step size is taken as the minimum of that needed in each region, so

that interpolation is necessary only in each cross section. The use of this

concept makes the choice of a computational grid a bit easier, since the store

flow is computed with a grid adapted to its shape.

In order to compute the flow behind the front shock (Fig. 8) it is

important that a coordinate system is used in which both the plate and store

are coordinate surfaces. This is true because the computational logic

involved in applying the boundary conditions become simpler, but more

importantly because the flow field gradients are usually smaller in such a

coordinate system. An additional consideration in the development of a

coordinate system is that shocks are simply defined with respect to it.

17.
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In the\present work two mappings have been considered. The first maps

the region exterior to the store and plate to the region exterior to a

circular arc slit and a plate. The transformation is produced by the series

of mappings shown in Fig. 9. The last of these mappings involves an infinite

series. Although this series can be truncated after only five terms it is a

time consuming process. An adequate computational grid is achieved by using a

simple bilinear mapping. This mapping is much simpler to apply and maps the

region between the store and plate to the region in the annulus; i.e., the

W1 plane of Fig. 9. The grids generated using these two mappings are shown

in Figs. lOa and lob. The simpler mapping satisfies all the requirements

mentioned previously and was the one ultimately used.

With the marching direction z taken along the plate and paeallel to the

axis of the store the transformation to the final computational plane is as

follows. Let the complex variable Wo = x + iy , the conformal mapping

yields WI = re
il = RI(l+iWo/8)/(i+Wo/B) and the marching direction

is unchanged (z = z). The coordinates in the mapped space are then (r,e,z) a

polar system centered about the store axis. All dimensions are normalized

with respect to the separation distance (the vertical distance between the

store axis and plate). The radius of the store in the mapped space is unity

while the plate is transformed to a circle of radius RI=(l+,-Rs

The coefficient of the mapping 8= (Rl2-1)/(R 1
2+1). Rs is the

radius of the store in the physical space. The final computational space is

generated by normalizing the mapped space in the radial direction

X (r-Ro)/(R1 -Ro) = (r-1)/(R 1-1)

Y =e

z

The derivatives of these transformations are required to transform the

governing equations and are evaluated by chain rule differentiation.

18
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I
V. CHARACTERISTIC BASED FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME

The finite difference scheme used here is the predictor-corrector,

characteristic based scheme presented by Moretti in Ref 2. The scheme is a

second order explicit marching scheme which is stable for a marching step

AZ <(AX/2xix, AY/ 2 xiY)min for i = 1,2,3. The subscript min

implies the minimum values over the entire flow field at each marching step.

The intervals in the final computational plane (see Section IV) are AX and AY

and ix and Xiy are the bicharacteristics in the X - Z and Y - Z

planes, respectively. The basic concept underlying the scheme is to take one

sided differences in the X and Y directions depending on the characteristic

slopes ix and XiY. Using this procedure closely couples the physical

and numerical domains of dependence of each point in the flow field thereby

leading to a stable and physically realistic solution. The only limitation on

this procedure is that the Mach number component in the marching direction

must be supersonic, which is true of any marching technique.

The equations considered here are Euler's eqL tions written in primitive

variables for the Cartesian coordinates of Fig. 11, these are

wz + Ywz = -(uPx + vPy + Yu x + Yvy)

w u z = - (uu x + vuy + T Px(1)

w vz = - (uvx + vvy + T Py)

TPz + wwz = - (uwX + vwy)

wSz - (uSX + vSy) -4

where T = T/T , P In (p/p,,), S = )/ v and all velocities are

nondimensionalized with respect to v/p./0_ (the barred quantities are

dimensional), x, y and z are nondimensionalized with respect to L defined in

Fig. 11 as the distance between the plate and store. The equation of state

relating temperature, pressure and entropy becomes

In T = P(Y-1)/ +S/Y (2)

Equations 1 and 2 are a complete set of six equations for the six unknowns.

All the derivatives of Eq (1) are transformed to the final computational

23 PAGE iA W, M F IL M
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plane. The unknown velocity components (u,v) are replaced by a : u/w,n

v/w. The equations are then combined into characteristic form. For the

characteristics in the X-Z plane
lXx1 x xx ln

AX(P x + X P ) + BX(, + X a ) + CX(n z + x ni ) 0 (a)Z lx Z lI 1Z lXi

X + x2 x B0, b X

-Ax(P 7 + A2 xP 2  + BX(z z 2X2 + C(n + 2 0 (b)
z X2z X2(3)

DX(PzC, X + A x + FX(nzx + 3x 0 (C)

S + 73 XSX 3 = 0 (d)

The coefficients Ax, Bx, Cx , Dx , Ex and FX dre functions of

the mappings (for more detail see Ref 2). The coefficients ix and

2 x are the slopes of the uprunning and downrunning bicharacteristics in

the X - Z plane and A3 x is the slope of the stream line in the X - Z

plane. With all the coefficit ts and X derivatives evaluted at the known

marching plane Eq 3 (a), (b), and c) become a set of linear equations for the

unknowns PZX, (JZx and nzX while Eq 3 (d) can be solved directly

for SZx . A similar set of equations can be written for the hiocharacter-

istics in the Y - Z plane and the derivative PZY, OZY, nZY, and

SzY can be computed. The total derivative in the marching direction is

obtained simply by adding the contributions from the X - Z and Y - Z

chdracteristics (Pz = PZx + PZy , etc.). The important step in the

scheme is the evaluations of the spatial derivatives Pxi, ,Xi, nXi and

SXi (i = 1,2,3). These derivatives are approximated by one-sided differ-

ences depending on the sign of their coefficients Aix. In order to attain

second order accuracy the scheme is divided into a predictor and corrector

step. The scheme proceeds as follows Z

(f f/X (Xx < 0) < 0

fXi 7

(2f fD + f A X (Aix 0) 0)

B C D E F X
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the vector f is (p,r o,S). The same formuli are used for fyi and the

predicted values are

f f(Z) + fZAZ

In the corrector step

(-2 fD + 3 f- fF)/ AX  x < 0)

fXi =

L (fD- fc)/ax (X x > 0)

and the final updated values are

f(Z+'.Z) (f(Z) + f + fzAZ)/2.

After P,n,a, and S are updated using this procedure the axial velocity

component is computed from the energy equation in the form

2(H - y/y-l T)
V 2 2 Z+ (4)
n + 02 +1

where Ho is the free stream total enthalpy and the temperature T is

computed from the equation of state (Eq 2).

As mentioned in the previous section of this report, the undisturbed

store flow field is evaluated with an axisymmetric computation. This

calculation also uses the X-scheme as its basis. The axisymmetric code

supplies initial conditions for the three-dimensional code, and is itself

started with a Taylor-Maccoll cone solution.

In order to demonstrate the stability of this scheme, a store/ plate

flow field was computed with no special provisions for the shock waves. Figure

12 shows computed cross sectional isobar for a store/plate flow field. The

dashed line in the figures (Fig. 12 a - d) separates the region which was

computed by assuming axisymmetric flow and that computed with a fully

three-dimensional computation. The choice of this separator was somewhat

arbitrary and in fact the results show that it is too far from the region

affected by the presence of the plate. The results of Fig. 12 show the main

features of the flow field. Figure 12b shows the shock reflecting from the

plate with a regular reflection at the shock wall intersection, while figure

12c shows that this intersection has become a Mach disc as expected. Figure
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12c shows a regular reflection on the surface of the store. This calculation

was performed with an 80 x 80 grid in each cross section and yet the shock

looked quite thick at z = 2.28 (Fig. 12c). The fitting of the shock waves in

these flow fields will be discussed in Sections VII and VIII.
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VI. SOLID BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the store or plate the boundary condition requires that the velocity

normal to the surface must vanish. The correct procedure for applying this

condition is to disregard the compatibility condition along the characteristic

reaching a point from inside the surface and substituting for it the vanishing

of the normal velocity. In the present work we used a procedure which is very

simple and is equivalent to this condition. This procedure was developed by

Abbett (Ref 11). A similar approach has been used more recently by Rudman

(Ref 12) and de Neef (Ref 13).

The basic concept in the procedure is to correct the pressure and

velocity slope computed by the finite difference scheme. After all the flow

field variables at the grid points have been updated, using the finite

difference scheme and one sided differences at the boundries, the velocity

normal to the solid boundaries is not zero. A Prandtl-Meyer expansion or

compression is used to turn the flow tangent to the surface and change the

surface pressure accordingly. The plane in which to perform this correction

is somewhat arbitrary. In the present work, the plane made up by the surface

normal and marching direction is chosen. This choice yields accurate and

reliable results. The correction is so small in terms of the angle through
which the velocity vector is rotated that a second order expression relation

pressure and flow-deflection is used instead of the full Prandtl-Meyer

equations. The entropy is left as that computed from the finite difference

scheme. In addition, the velocity component in the direction normal to the

correction plane is left unchanged. With the fact that the normal velocity is

zero the last velocity component can be computed with the energy equation (Eq

4). This procedure defines all the flow field quantities at the solid

surface.
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VII. TREATMENT OF SHOCK WAVES AND CONTACT SURFACES

As has been pointed out a number of times already, the shock system in

supersonic store separation/carriage plays a very important role. Therefore,

these shocks must be followed exactly and forced to satisfy the Rankine-

Hugoniot jump conditions. The procedure whereby all discontinuities (shocks

and contacts) are followed as internal boundaries of the computational plane

(Ref 14 and 15) requires that all discontinuities are along mesh lines. The

shock/contact pattern considered here is too complex to be followed in this

manner. A more powerful procedure dubbed "floating shock fitting," introduced

by Moretti (Ref 16), is used in the present work. This scheme has been

applied successfully to two dimensional flows by Salas (Ref 5) and to simple

three-dimensional flows by Rudman (Ref 17). In the present work the proce-

dures of the previous investigators have been simplified and generalized.

The floating shock fitting scheme follows discontinuity surfaces

allowing these surfaces to move or float between mesh points of the

computational grid. Figure 13 shows the cross section in a marching plane (z

= constant) of a complex shock system. The shock surface crosses grid lines

in an arbitrary fashion. This is the basic concept behind the floating shock

fitting scheme and is the way the procedure gains generality over the scheme

of Ref 14 and 15.

In order to track the evolution of the shock system as the computation

proceeds the cross sectional shock surface is defined by a number of points

(shock points) and these points are followed in the marching direction. For

two basic reasons the shock points are defined as the intersections of the

cross sectional shock surface and all grid lines. This definition ensures

that the discretized resolution of the shock is consistent with the resolution

of the rest of the flow field. Consider the shock of Fig. 14; the surface is

defined by six points at the initial cross section Ko. The shock is small at

this station and can be defined by a small number of points. As the

computation proceeds, the shock moves across the grid and at the final station

shown (K = K3) is much longer and has 15 points defining it. The addition

of shock points is done in a natural fashion as is shown at the two

intermediate stations of Fig. 14. The second reason for defining shock points
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at all shock surface grid line intersections is one of convenience. One of

the basic concepts in shock fitting is to avoid.differencing across the shock.

With shock points defined at all shock grid line intersections it is a simple

i;adtter to decide which grid points are adjacent to the shock and therefore to

decide which differences to avoid. Each grid point has two indicies (IXi, j

and IYi,j) associated with it, if a shock point is in the mesh interval to

the right or left of the mesh point i,j the index IXi j  ± 1,

respectively. If no shock point is in an adjacent interval IXi, j = 0.

IYi, j indicates shock points above or below a mesh point. If IXi,j 0

the X differences of Eq 3 are taken one sided to avoid the shock.

The computer code logic, which assures that there are, at each cross

section, shock points at each shock surface grid line intersection, is quite

complex. This is because of the addition and subtraction of shock points as

the shock crosses over grid points. In the present work, the computational

grid and shock systems considered assures that there will be one shock point

on every Y = constant line (see Fig. 13). This fact makes it simple to locate

new shock points on these lines. The procedure is to simiply locate the

maximum pressure gradient on each Y = constant line and locate a new shock

point by interpolating between existing shock points. Once all of these

points are located new points on the X = constant lines are located by

interpolating between existing shock points. Any gaps in the shock are

filleo.

As alluded to in the previous paragraph, the shock points are divided

into two types. The points on Y = constant lines (X-type) and points on X

constant line (Y-type) (see Fig. 15). The shock point calculation revolves

around computing XsZ (the slope of the shock in X-Z plane) for X-type shock

points and YsZ for Y-type shock points. With these quantities it is a

simple watter to update the shock point locations from one marching plane to

the next. The first step in the shock point computation is to evaluate the

slope of the shock in cross section, Xsy for X-type shocks and YsX for

Y-type shocks. This is done using finite differences and the qiven shock

point locations in the current Z z constant plane. The difference, scheme

used is second order arid involves the shock points immiediately adjacent to the

point under consideration. Difficulties arise because shock points can become

too close to each other when a shock approaches a grid point. Under these
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circumstances differences can not be taken between two adjacent shock points

because the interval becomes too small. In this case the next adjacent shock

point is used. The question of how close is close is currently causing minor

wiggles in the shock, this problem will be solved shortly.

Once the cross slopes Xsy and Ysy are evaluated the slopes XsZ

and YsZ can be computed by satifying the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions and the

compatibility conditions along a characteristic reaching the shock from the

high pressure side. The flow field conditions on the low pressure side of the

shock are evaluated by extrapolating from the adjacent grid points. The

computation of the conditions on the high pressure side of the shock is

simph :ed using a procedure developed by deNeef (Ref 13); a similar scheme

was developed independently by Rudman (Ref 12). The procedure starts by

guessing the shock slope in the marching direction (XsZ or YsZ) and

evaluating the normal to the shock with the computed cross slope (Xsy or

YsX). With the normal to the shock it is a simple matter to compute the

flow field conditions on the high pressure side of the shock from the

Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations. The contribution of deNeef is to write the

compatibility condition along a characteristic reaching the shock in the form

A(PFD-PRH) + B1(FD -"RH) + C(rFD -nRH) = 0 (5)

The subscripts FD imply values computed from the finite difference scheme and

RH values computed from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and the guested shock

slope. The coefficients A, B, C are those of Eq 3a or b (± Ax, Bx and

Cx) depending whether the characteristic reaching the shock is right or left

running. This is true for X-type shocks where the characteristic taken is in

the X-Z plane, for Y-type shocks the chosen characteristic is the one in the

Y-Z plane. The shock slope XsZ is iterated until Eq (5) is satisfied

exactly. The flow field variables PFD, 3FD, and nFD are extrapolated -t

from adjacent grid points. Once the iteration converges the shock values-I

RH, '3RH, "RH, SRH (the entropy behind the shock) are used to correct

the grid point closest to the shock.

This procedure can be used for contact surfaces if the Rankine-

Hugoniot conditions are exchanged for appropriate contact boundary conditions.

The conditions at three-dimensional contact surfaces are discussed in detail
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in Ref 1b. At the Mach numbers considered here, the jumps in entropy and

tangential velocity across a contact surface are small; also the x-scheme has

the capability of capturing contacts. No special treatment for contact

surfaces is expected to be necessary except at the point where the regular

reflection transitions to a Mach disc. This issue is discussed in the next

section.
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VIII. REGULAR REFLECTION AND MACH DISC SHOCK CONFIGURATIONS

The terms regular reflection and Mach disc are used here to refer to the

conditions at the intersection of a shock and a solid boundary either the

plate or store. Figure 16 shows the cross sectional views of these two shock

configurations. In Fig. 16(a) the flow is deflected toward the plate as it

passes through the incident shock, the flow transitions from free stream

conditions 1 to conditions 2. In order to satisfy the boundary condition of

tangency to the plate the flow behind the incident shock (conditions 2) must

pass through a reflected shock to come to the final conditions 3. This

phenomenon is two-dimensional only in a plane normal to the intersection of

the incident shock and the solid boundary, and this will be discussed in more

detail later, the point here is that the free stream conditions used in this

local computation are projected into this plane. As the computation proceeds

downstream the projected component of Mach numbers decreases; in addition, the

projected flow deflection also increases. There will always come a marching

station where the deflection needed from condition 2 to condition 3 can't be

met with a shock; from this station on the condition at the wall is a Mach

disc (Fig. ibb). The point of transition from a regular reflection to a Mach

disc seems to be debateable, this issue will be discussed later. The Mach

disc configuration has a normal shock at the wall so that the flow tangency

condition is met (condition 2, Fig. 16b). The normal shock decreases in

strength to a triple point (a confluence of three shocks and a contact).

Figures 17(a) and (b) show the regular reflection and Mach disc in the p, e

hodograph plane (i.e., shock polars). The flow angle e is measured from the

free stream velocity direction.

Figure 18 is a three-dimension sketch of an axisymmetric shock impinging

of a flat wall. Near the beginning of the interaction the shock reflection is

regular. Since the axis of the shock is parallel to the plate the curve

formed by the intersection is a hyperbola. At any marching step the

two-dimension shock reflection computation is performed in a plane containing

the normal to the plate and the normal to the hyperbola. In this plane the

flow is locally two dimensional. The conditions behind the incident shock

(conditions 2 of Fig. 16(a)) are computed as any other shock point. These
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conditions are unaffected by the presence of the plate. Given the conditions

in front of the reflected shock it is a simple matter to compute the

conditions behind the reflected shock (state 3 of Fig. 16a). The tangency

condition is enough to determine the reflected shock.

Once the regular reflection is transitioned to a Mach reflection the

conditions at the solid surface are changed. The foot of the Mach stem must

be normal to the solid surface in order to satisfy the tangency condition.

The velocity on the low pressure side of the shock is tangent to surface

(condition 1 of Fig. 16b) therefore the only way to satisfy tangency on the

high pressure side is to force the normal to the shock to lie in the surface

of the solid boundary. This condition is substituted for the numerical

evaluation of the shock's cross slope; the computation then proceeds as

discussed in the previous section. There are no special provisions made for

the triple point in the case of a Mach reflection. The computation proceeds

normally and the triple point naturally develops and floats between mesh

points. Logic had to be developed which avoids differencing for the shock

slope across the triple points in the flow field. The shock slope at points

adjacent to the triple point are taken one sided away from the triple point.

Both the regular and Mach reflection computations are identical whether the

shock reflects off the store or the plate.

An as yet unresolved problem has been encountered in this work

associated with the transition from a regular reflection to a Mach disc. The

problem is associated with a difference in pressure and flow direction at the

transition point on the solid boundary. For the sake of simplicity let us

consider the case of an axisymmetric shock reflecting off a flat plate, an

identical phenomenon occurs when the shock reflects from a circular cross

section store. The intersection of the shock and the plate is a simply

* computed hyperbola (Fig. 18). Figure 19 shows the computed pressure and flow

* angle u behind the regular reflection in addition to the conditions behind a

normal shock traveling along the same hyperbola. In the case plotted the

shock was produced by a 15 deg half angle cone at a Mach number of 2.5. The

figure shows that at detachment (z = 2.375) there is a significant difference
in the pressures and flow directions produced by the regular reflection and a

normal shock tangent to the hyperbola. In itself, this pressure difference

would not be a problem except that in order to match the pressure behind the
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regular reflection the normal shock must be reduced in strength. In order for

the normal shock to produce a pressure close to that found behind the regular

reflection it must move inside the hyperbola (Fig. 20a). The Mach stem must

disturb the flow before the location where the axisymmetric shock would have

hit the plate (Fig. 20b); unless this flow is disturbed by the Mach stem a

regular reflection will exist and this is a contradiction. There is no slope

for the base of the Mach stem on the plate which will match both the pressure

and flow direction produced by the regular reflection. The possibility of

both Prandtl-Meyer expansions and shocks in the plane of the plate has been

studied but none of these singularities can transition the regular reflection

pressure and flow direction to that of a normal shock moving with a slope

higher than that of the hyperbola. The difference in pressure at the

detachment point is reduced with increasing the free stream Mach number. In

fact, these pressures can be made to essentially match at M = 3 for a cone of

half angle 20 deg (this is the case considered in Section IX), and even in

this case the flow directions do not match.

The shock capturing results of Fig. 12 were studied in detail to try to

understand how this computation handled transition. As is the case in most

phenomena of this type the shock capturing results are not detailed enough to

identify the problem. The transition phenonenon can turn out to have a

jsignificant effect on the flow field, and therefore a significant impact on
the forces on the store and/or plate. For example, an additional wave could

be developed at transition and ultimately impinge on the store. This is why

it is important to understand the physics of the problem even from a practical

point of view.

The transition phenomenon has been investigated by a number of previous

authors (Ref 18 and 19 for example) and none have been able to formulate a

model for the transition from a regular reflection to Mach disc. The standard

condition to determine the point of transition (due to von Neumann) imposes

that it occurs when the flow deflection required by the reflected shock is

equal to the detachment deflection for the local Mach number. This conditit,.

is shown in the shock polar of Fig. 21a; surely a regular reflection can

not exist beyond this condition. Ben-Dor (Ref 19) proposed that the Mach stem

forms slightly sooner, at the point when the projected Mach number behind the

reflected shock is sonic (Fig. 21b). This criterion was tried in the present
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work with no success. Finally, Henderson et al (Ref 18) proposed a

"mechanical equilibrium" criterion for transition. This criterion imposes that

the Mach stem forms when the pressure behind the regular reflection matches

that behind a tangent normal shock (Fig. 21c). Henderson's condition accounts

for the difficulty in resolving the pressure difference at transition but does

nothing about the substantial difference in flow direction. Additionally, the

t Henderson condition can only be applied in the larger Mach number range (in

the present problem M > 3) because the von Neumann condition is reached first

at lower Mach numbers. Considered, for example, Fig. 19a which shows that the

regular reflection pressure and normal shock pressure never match in the case

shown. The Henderson condition was tried in the present work with no success.

The possibility of more exotic shock configurations have also been considered.

The "complex-Mach reflection" and "double-Mach reflection" (Ref 19) has been

studied but it seems neither can resolve both the pressure and flow direction

differences. There is experimental evidence (Ref 20 and 21) that for the

problem considered here the simple Mach disc configuration occurs. The vapor

screen photograph of Fig. 22 (supplied by Noel Talcott, NASA/LRC) shows a

cross sectional view of the shock configuration for a store/ plate

combination at M = 6. The figure shows the standard Mach disc configuration.

The future directions of research in the area of shock reflection transition

are discussed in Section X of this report.
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IX. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

A number of the elements of the computational procedure used in this

work were tested early in computing the shock capturing results of Fig. 12.

These computations demonstrated the basic finite difference scheme in

conjunction with the conformal mapping used. In addition, the results of Fig.

12 showed that the fully three-dimensional flow field (the region below the

dashed line of Fig. 12) could be matched with the axisymmetric, undisturbed

store flow field. Care had to be taken with this matching in order to avoid

computational difficulties at the interface.

The shock between mesh point scheme used to fit the complex shock

pattern encountered in this flow field was essentially untested. There has

been some previous work in this area (Ref 16 and 17) but none of these came

close to developing a scheme which can handle the complex shock patterns

encountered in the store separation problem. Therefore, the shock fitting

scheme used here had to be tested very carefully at each stage of development.

In order to test the basic concept an axisymmetric shock was computed. The

grid used was developed by the conformal mapping discussed in Section IV; this

grid is not axisymmetric so that the shock crosses grid lines of both

families. Figure 23 shows the results of this test computation. The results

computed with the three-dimensional shock fitting code are compared with the

results of an axisymmetric computation. The comparison is very good, proving i

that the basic shock fitting scheme is sound.

The real test for the shock between mesh point scheme came in computing

shock reflections. Figure 24 shows a computed shock configuration for a

store/plate combination at M = 3 and a cone half angle of 20 degs. This

computation is impressive because it shows how the shock between mesh point A

scheme can handle all the geometric complexities of the shock pattern produced

by a store plate interaction. The problem of transition from a regular

reflection to a Mach disc was handled in this computation in an ad hoc

fashion. For these conditions the pressure behind the regular reflection at

detachment is equal to that behind a tangent normal shock. The foot of the

Mach stem was computed by keeping this pressure constant. The results of Fig.

24 show that the shock between mesh point scheme can handle triple points near
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the plate and store simultaneously (z 3.1, at the store there is a small

Mach stem). This computation indicated that except for the problem of

transition, the code which is under development can predict complex

interactive flow fields.
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X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The goal set forth at the outset of this work was to develop a code

which can be used to predict the interactive flow field of store separation.

In the initial phase of this work significant progress has been made toward

this end. The sensitivity of the forces on the store to the shock reflection

phenomenon has been quantified leading to the conclusion that solutions to

Euler's equations are needed to obtain reliable results. A number of shock

capturing schemes have been tested and it was found that none of these can be

used reliably in the supersonic store separation problem. A simple conformal

mapping has been used to generate a good computational grid. The concept of

computing only the flow field disturbed by the reflected shock has been

combined with a characteristic based finite difference scheme to form the

basis of an accurate and efficient computational procedure. From a numerical

point of view the most important progress has been made in the area of shock

fitting. A very powerful floating discontinuity procedure has been developed.

It has been tested and found reliable and its generality has been demonstrated

by predicting very complex reflecting shock patterns.

The one question left unanswered is how the shock configuration transi-

tions from a regular reflection to a Mach disc. In order to study this

phenomenon carefully a pilot code must be developed. The three dimensional

code now being used for these computations is complicated by the new shock

between mesh point scheme. The pilot code would be much simpler and directed

toward studying the transition problem. This code would be very similar to the

one developed by the author to study the complex shock patterns in conical

corner flow fields (Ref 15). In addition to the pilot code an analytical

effort will be undertaken to try to develop a transition criterion and a wave 
..

pattern which can account for the difference in pressure and velocity slope

between the regular reflection and simple Mach reflection. It would seem that

(at least in part) the difference in velocity slope can be accounted for by

the contact surface which develops in conjunction with the Mach disc. This

possibility will be studied with the simple pilot code.

In addition to the transition problem there are a few minor problems

with the code which has been under development during this one year effort.
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This code now serves as a numerical research tool; it must be streamlined in

order to study the store separation process. The scheme used to compute the

shock cross slope seems to cause minor wiggles in the shock, this is

apparently a coding problem which can be eliminated with a small effort. Once

the transition problem is understood the streamlines code will become

available for the detailed study of interactive flow fields. The code must

then be nodified in order to be able to compute store/plate flow fields when

the store is at an angle of attack relative to the plate. With this capability

a series of computations describing the separation process can be made. The

position and orientation of the store relative to the plate can be predicted

based on the forces and moments computed on the store at any instant during

the separation process (the unsteady fluid mechanics being negligible). In

this manner the entire separation process can be predicted.
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